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Yash Nics squinted: “You really can’t cry without seeing the coffin!”
Chen Fangfang was about to ridicule, but her mobile phone suddenly
remembered that it
was a call from Ouyang Ting.
Yash Nics sneered: “Your master is looking for you. If I am not mistaken,
it should have been
found that the vaccine sample you stole is only glucose solution. You are
done.”
Chen Fangfang was surprised, but deep down in her heart. , Refused to
believe that what
Yash Nics said was true.
She bit her lip, connected to Ouyang Ting’s phone, and said with a
flattering smile:
“President Ouyang, I am digging their high-payers in Ningda Group, what
do you want?”
“Chen Fangfang, you bitch!”
Ouyang Ting was angry. The roar came from Chen Fangfang’s mobile
phone, and everyone
at the scene could hear it clearly.
Chen Fangfang was even more embarrassed and said, “Ou, President
Ouyang, what’s the
matter?”
Ouyang Ting was furious at this time, and he shouted angrily: “I let you
steal vaccine
samples and confidential information from the Ningda Group. What the
hell did you steal
from me? Use a bottle of Portuguese liquid to fool me?”
Chen Fangfang’s face turned pale when she heard the words, and a
panic appeared in her
eyes, and she trembled: “President Ouyang, are you making a
mistake? ? ”
Ouyang Ting angrily:”? mistake, you think the lab professors are doing to
eat ” ,”
Chen Fangfang I tell you that your general manager has been fired, and
before you agreed to
a one hundred million of the balance due It was also cancelled.”



“In addition, the 20 million you took from me before will also be vomited
out. If you
lose one dollar, I will sell it to Africa as a prostitute.” Chen Fangfang felt
like a bolt from the
blue. Stiff all over.
Immediately, I cried with a whimper.
The position of deputy general manager is gone, and the huge sum of
100 million is gone.
Before Ouyang Ting gave her 20 million, she also bought a car and a
house, and there was
not much left.
Even if she sells her luxury car and house now and loses her fortune, she
won’t be able to
make up 20 million!
Ouyang Ting is definitely not a good crop. If the money cannot be filled,
then being sold to
an African prostitute is her ultimate destiny.
Yash Nics said coldly: “Don’t cry, we haven’t settled accounts with you
yet. You steal our
company’s business secrets. This is a crime.”
“I plan to transfer you to the Commercial Crime Investigation
Department. Before you go to
Africa, make preparations. Go to jail.”
Chen Fangfang was faltering when she heard the words. She was really
stealing the chicken
this time. She not only offended Ouyang Ting and Ye Zhiqiu, but also
offended the old club
Yash Nics and Song Pingting.
With a sudden thump, she knelt heavily in front of Song Pingting, crying
and begging for
mercy: “Sister Ting, I was wrong, I know I was wrong. Please see the love
between our
girlfriends and sisters for many years, please forgive me once. Come
on!”
Lin Wei, the secretary next to Song Pingting, yelled, and spurned: “Now I
know to call Song
Zongting sister. When you humiliated Song Zongting just now, you were
so arrogant!”



Song Pingting feels soft and makes Lin feel soft. Don’t talk about it again,
Wei.

She turned her head to look at Yash Nics, and said softly: “Yash Nics, our
company did not
cause much loss this time. And Chen Fangfang should have known her
mistake too, or
should we not pursue her legal responsibility?”
Yash Nics did not put Chen Fangfang’s villain in his eyes. In fact, even if
Chen Fangfang
stole the real vaccine samples, even if the Blue Sky Company created a
copycat vaccine, he
still had a solution.
He smiled and said to Song Pingting, “I listen to my wife!”
Song Pingting’s pretty face turned red, and her heart felt sweet.
Song Pingting calmly said to Chen Fangfang: “We will not consider
holding you legally
responsible for the time being. You can go now.”
Go?
Chen Fangfang walked out of this door. If he couldn’t return the 20
million to Ouyang Ting,
he would be sent to Africa immediately.
She knelt in front of Song Pingting and refused to get up, crying and
begging: “Sister Ting, if
you really see our sisterhood, please help me again. I don’t have the
money from Ouyang
Ting. , The end will be miserable.”
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After the incident, Song Pingting knew that her friendship with Chen
Fangfang would not be
the same as before.
However, she looked softly at Chen Fangfang, who was kneeling in front
of her and begging
for mercy.
After all, Chen Fangfang used to be her sister. When she was studying,
she went to school
together and after school. A biscuit had to be broken into two, and
everyone shared the
bestie.



Even though Chen Fangfang did something to be sorry for her, she
couldn’t bear to watch
Chen Fangfang be sold to Africa as a prostitute.
She looked at Yash Nics for help, and whispered, “Yash Nics, can we help
her?”
Yash Nics didn’t care about a little money.
However, Chen Fangfang dared to eat inside and out. Just now, he
humiliated Song Pingting
so arrogantly and even digs people from Ningda Company.
Yash Nics felt that if Chen Fangfang was not taught a lesson, then every
employee would
dare to sell the company.
He pondered for a moment, then looked at Chen Fangfang who was
kneeling on the ground
indifferently, and said coldly: “How much is your
shortfall ?” Chen Fangfang hurriedly said, “I sold the luxury car house,
and I should be able
to cash out most of it.” , It should be only 5 million.”
Yash Nics: “You continue to work in our company, and the annual salary
is still 500,000. You
can advance your salary for 10 years in advance to repay the debt.”
“But before you pay the advance salary. ? you have to leave work in the
company, subject to
the company and unconditional arrangements can do it, ”
Chen Fangfang again and again, said:” Yes, I can do it. ”
Ning:” advance wages to finance it, in the afternoon I want to see You
come to work in the
company.”
Everyone talked about it, saying that Chen Fangfang was so lucky that he
was able to stay
and work in the company after making such a big mistake!
However, at noon, Yash Nics ordered the company’s employees to
prepare a small glass
room with transparent all sides.
This small glass room is the new office for Chen Fangfang!



In the afternoon, Chen Fangfang went to work in this small transparent
glass office.
Chen Fangfang sat in the small office, like a prisoner in jail, and like a
monkey in a cage for
employees to visit.
She knew that this was Yash Nics deliberately teaching her, using her to
kill chickens.
She couldn’t help but lay down on the table and began to cry. I regret
my previous behavior
very much, but unfortunately there is no regret for taking medicine in
the world.
The employees who walked outside all cast strange gazes and pointed
out that this was the
fate of the traitor.
In the president’s office, Yash Nics is sitting with Song Pingting to eat a
takeaway box lunch.
The glass in Song Pingting’s office is one-way perspective, which means
that you can see
the outside through the glass in the office, but you can’t see the office
outside.
At this time, she looked at Chen Fangfang, who was kept in a small glass
room outside and
was “visited” by employees coming and going. She smiled bitterly and
said to Yash Nics, “Is
it too cruel to punish her like this?”
Yash Nics said lightly. “I actually feel very kind!”
“She steals company secrets and sells them to a hostile company for
profit. This is illegal
and
she should go to jail.” “We did not pursue her legal responsibility,
leaving her to continue
working and prepay. Paying her ten years of salary to repay her debts,
may I ask which
company in the world is so good to the traitor?”
Yash Nics said here, glanced at Chen Fangfang outside, and then said:
“She betrayed you
and even dig your employees. Many employees have come to her side
and are ready to
change jobs.”
“If I don’t use her to kill others, so as to



follow your example, any employee will dare to bully you in the future.”
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Yash Nics said one thousand things and ten thousand, Yash Nics was the
most annoyed
that Chen Fangfang cried Song Pingting, so Yash Nics had to punish Chen
Fangfang
severely.
Song Pingting’s eyes were moved, and she whispered: “It’s fortunate to
have you here this
time, otherwise I don’t know what to do.”
“But I think the goal of killing chickens and monkeys has been achieved,
or don’t turn Chen
Fangfang down. The glass house is over.”
Yash Nics pondered a little, and then said: “She has paid ten years in
advance. If she does
not get rich, it is estimated that she will continue to work in our
company for ten years.”
“If she keeps shutting down the small glass house, I guess you can’t bear
my wife, and it will
make the outside world feel that we are cautious.”
“Well, let her sit in the small glass room for another week. Only after a
week, let her return to
work in the normal office. ”
Song Pingting said happily: “Well, it’s your husband that you are
thoughtful. Although you are
usually lazy and don’t like work. But I think you are more decisive and
killer than me, just like
sitting on the sidelines. Commander of the army.”
Song Pingting praised Yash Nics’s decisiveness and boldness as a
commander, but she did
not expect that Yash Nics was really a young commander of the
Northern Army!
Yash Nics blinked, “Really?”
Song Pingting nodded and said, “Yes, I’m thinking, just come to be the
president of Ningda
Group, I’ll be your deputy.”
Song Pingting did. Said, except because I think Yash Nics is qualified for
the position of



president. She also wanted to improve Yash Nics’s status so that others
would think that
Yash Nics did not have a job, and mistakenly thought that Yash Nics was
eating soft food.

She is afraid that Yash Nics’s self-esteem will be hurt.
It’s a pity that Yash Nics, who she was still full of praise just now,
mentioned that when he
was made president, he immediately dropped the chain.
Yash Nics shook his head repeatedly: “No, no, no, I’m lazy, it’s better for
you to be on top of
my wife, and I’ll be on the bottom.”
Song Pingting heard this, her eyes widened and her pretty face gradually
turned red.
She glared at Yash Nics in embarrassment, and said angrily: “Yash Nics,
you rascal!”
After speaking, she lifted her high-heeled foot and kicked Yash Nics to
express her sorrow.
Yash Nics was taken aback when he heard the words, and then he
reacted. The sentence he
just said sounded somewhat ambiguous, and Song Pingting must have
misunderstood that
he was driving.
Yash Nics couldn’t laugh or cry, and felt wronged in her heart: I really
didn’t play a hooligan!
…
At this time!
Blue Sky Business Club.
Ouyang Ting was furious, but Ye Zhiqiu stood helplessly watching.
Ouyang Ting scolded fiercely: “Chen Fangfang, that bitch, dare to fool us.
If she didn’t see
her ruining her family and making up 20 million back to me, I would just
sell her to Africa.”
Ye Zhiqiu helped his glasses and said with a wry smile. “I’ve inquired,
Chen Fangfang was
fooled by Yash Nics.”
“She is now locked up in a small transparent office, visited by the staff of
Ningda Group, she
is also very miserable.”



Ouyang Ting coldly snorted: ” She deserves it!”
Ye Zhiqiu was noncommittal, but said indifferently, “Brother Ouyang,
let’s come to Mannity
to block Ningda’s purchase of equipment, and the two axes to steal
Ningda’s business
secrets this time, both failed. Next we What should I do?”
Ouyang Ting squinted his eyes and said: “I heard that the first
production line of the Ningda
Group Pharmaceutical Factory has been installed and has begun to
produce the first batch
of vaccine samples.”
Ye Zhiqiu nodded: “Yes, they produce. After the first batch of vaccine
samples are released,
they will be sent to the Food and Drug Administration for inspection.”
“If there is no problem in the inspection, they will be awarded the
National Pharmaceutical
Standards, and they will officially start to enter the market and begin
sales.”
Ouyang Ting sneered: “They don’t want to pass through. Inspection by
the Food and Drug
Administration!”
Ye Zhiqiu’s eyes lit up, and he asked in surprise: “Brother Ouyang, are
you planning to check
this level at the Food and Drug Administration, and kill Ning Da Group?”
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Ouyang Ting said triumphantly: “Yuan Haifei, the deputy bureau of the
Mannity Food and
Drug Administration, is my cousin. Ningda Group Vaccine wants to
submit the first pass. I
can let me
My cousin stuck him to death!” Ye Zhiqiu laughed and said, “Good idea,
even if Song
Pingting is not convinced, it will be useless to go to Mannity City Zun or
Tianhai Provincial
Zun. Because whether it is Mannity City Zun or Tianhai Shengzun, we
must give us the face
of Lord Tang, hahaha.”



Ouyang Ting and Ye Zhiqiu have already planned to check this level at
the Food and Drug
Administration, and Song Pingting will be blocked, so that Song
Pingting’s vaccine cannot

be obtained smoothly. The National Pharmaceutical Standard cannot
enter the market for
sale.
At this moment, in the Song family mansion.
Song Qingsong, the elder of the Song family, is leading the Song
Zhongxiong and Song
Zhongping families to warmly entertain Song Xian, the third master of
the Song family, who
came from the provincial capital of Tianhai.
The Song family, the provincial capital, was the protagonist of the Song
family in Jiangnan
Province.
Song Qingsong and the others, the Song family in Mannity City, are just
side branches of the
Song Clan in the south of the Yangtze River.
The Song family in the provincial capital is more powerful than their
Song family in Mannity
City.
In the eyes of Song Qingsong and others, the Song family, the provincial
capital, is like the
royal family of the Song clan.
This time Song Xian, the third master of the Song family in the provincial
capital, came to
Mannity to visit Song Qingsong’s family.
Song Qingsong and the others were simply flattered, and treated Song
Xian and his
entourage respectfully as if they were hosting the prince.
Although Song Xian was 40 or 50 years old, he was of the same
generation as Song
Qingsong in terms of seniority.
However, because Song Xian’s status was too noble, Song Qingsong did
not dare to call
Song Xian a brother, but called Song Xianzun the third master.



He asked with a smile on his face at this time: “San Ye, you are coming to
our Mannity
Song’s house this time. I don’t know if you have any advice?”
Song Xian squinted his eyes and said arrogantly: “It’s nothing, I heard
that your house Take
down the agency rights of liver cancer vaccine.”

“We are in the same clan, we are all a family, and we make money
together.”
“On behalf of the Song family, the provincial capital, I am here to
cooperate with your
Mannity Song
family . We have to participate in the vaccine business.” Song Qingsong
and others heard
the words. They were all stunned before they realized that Song Xian
came for Song
Pingting’s liver cancer vaccine.
Song Xian saw that Song Qingsong and the others had different
expressions, he said
displeased: “What, do you seem
unwilling to let our provincial capital Song family participate?” Song
Qingsong dare to
offend the provincial capital Song family and said hurriedly: ” .! San Ye,
liver cancer vaccine
proxy Song Painting is my granddaughter, I want to participate in an
even afraid she will not
give you openings San Ye, she is not to face ah ”
Song Xian Leng Heng:” presumptuous “!
” Our Song family has always been strict, and the family disciples are all
very well-behaved.”
“Song Pingting dare to be so rebellious and selfish?”
Song Qingsong deliberately said, “My granddaughter is already married,
and she married
Yash Nics, the water thrown out by the married granddaughter, what we
Song elders say is
not good for her!”
Song Xian was furious: “She is also surnamed Song when she marries.
She is our Song



family as long as her surname is Song. If you are good, you must share a
share with the
family.”
“Since Song Qingsong can’t discipline her, then my clan elder will teach it
for you!”
Song Xian said here, and ordered his subordinates: “Come here, go right
away.” Ningda
Company ordered Song Pingting to come and pick up the crime
immediately.”
Song Xian’s voice fell, and two men among the group of men beside him
immediately
responded.

These two men, one named Song Wen and the other named Song Wu,
are both from the
Song family in the provincial capital!
Song Wen and Song Wu soon came to Ningda Group Company. The front
desk clerk greeted
him and asked politely: “Hello two gentlemen, this is Huang Min, the
front desk clerk of
Ningda Group, can I help you? ”
Song said coldly:” we are the people of the provincial capital of Song “!
Song Wu also said indifferently: “Let your CEO Song Pingting come out
and see us!”
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Huang Min heard the words and said quickly: “So you are from our Song
family, I’ll call you
to ask.”
After that, Huang Min used the front desk phone to call the president’s
office. floor.
The one who answered the phone was Song Pingting’s secretary, Lin
Wei.
After Lin Wei listened to Huang Min’s words, let’s wait a moment, and
then came to the
president’s office, wanting to report the situation to Song Pingting.
But when she just came in, before she had time to speak, she saw Yash
Nics put up a finger
and hissed at her, beckoning her not to wake Song Pingting who was
asleep on the desk.



It turned out that Song Pingting was too tired from work and fell asleep
on the table.
Yash Nics motioned to Lin Wei to go out, and then he followed out and
closed the door.
Then he asked, “What’s the matter?”
Lin Wei answered honestly, “Mr. Yash, two people came downstairs in
the lobby. Claiming to
be from The Song Family, the provincial capital, is the elder of Mr. Song,
and asked Mr. Song
to go down to see them. “The
Song Family, the provincial capital?

Yash Nics frowned slightly, Song Pingting has been left out by Song
Qingsong’s family in
recent years, and Song’s family in the provincial capital hasn’t seen him
come to help
preside over justice.
Now Song Pingting’s career is getting better, and all the distant relatives
are coming!
Yash Nics snorted coldly: “Tell the front desk downstairs, if something is
wrong, let the Song
family come up to see me. If it’s okay, wait until my wife wakes up.”
Soon, the original words of Yash Nics were conveyed by Lin Wei. To
Huang Min, and Huang
Min kept telling Song Wen and Song Wu.
Song Wen Song Wu relied on that they were from the Song family in the
provincial capital,
and relied on that they were the clan of the Song family in the south of
the Yangtze River.
Unexpectedly, they came to Song Pingting’s company. Song Pingting
would not see them
when he slept. Song Pingting’s husband would come up to see him if he
said anything else!
Song Wen has a feminine personality and did not have an on-the-spot
attack.
But Song Wu, who has a violent personality, went wild on the spot.
He raised his hand and slapped Huang Min’s face fiercely, and cursed
fiercely: “Fuck, here
we are, Song Pingting dared to sleep, her husband dare to be so rude?”



“Let Yash Nics couple Roll down to see us immediately, don’t be
conceited.”
Huang Min clutched his beaten cheek and ran away crying.
It didn’t take long for Yash Nics to walk out of the elevator with a calm
face.
At the same time, there were also security captain Wang Long, and more
than a dozen
company security guards.
Yash Nics looked at Song Wen and Song Wu, and said coldly: “You two
are the ones who
beat people?”
Song Wu looked at Yash Nics provocatively: “You are Song Pingting’s
husband, Yash Nics?”

Song Wen also said. “We belong to the Song family, the provincial
capital. On the order of
our third master, we come to tell Song Pingting to follow us to the Song
family immediately
to receive punishment.”
Yash Nics said indifferently, “I asked if you two beat our company.
People?”
Song Wu grinned and said, “I did it, how about it?”
Yash Nics said indifferently, “Everyone broke an arm, and then blasted
out!”
“Yes, Mr. Yash!”
Wang Long and other security guards got Yash Nics. Without hesitation,
he picked up the
swing stick and rushed towards Song Wen Song Wu.
Song Wen and Song Wu roared and greeted Wang Long and other
security guards.
The two of them were quite skilled, and Wang Long and the security
guards were not able to
get a bargain. Instead, Song Wen and Song Wuyin had the upper hand.
Upon seeing this, Yash Nics made a decisive move.
He quickly approached Song Wen Song Wu, Song Wen Song Wu raised
his fists together
and shook Yash Nics at the same time.
Yash Nics threw both fists at the same time, and at the same time went
head-to-head with



Song Wen and Song Wu.
Bang bang!
Yash Nics’s double fists collided with Song Wen and Song Wu’s fists.
Click, click!
Two sounds of broken bones sounded, and Song Wen’s arm was directly
broken.
“Ah!”

“Ah!” The
two screamed, one after another.
Yash Nics calmly clapped his hands, and faintly ordered: “Throw them
two out.”
Wang Long and other bodyguards picked up Song Wen and Song Wu,
dragged them out,
and threw them directly into the street.
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Song family, Song Xian, Song Qingsong and others are waiting for Song
Pingting to come
and plead Jing.
Soon, Song Wen and Song Wu came back.
Only there is no shadow of Song Pingting!
Song Xian looked at Song Wen Song Wu who was embarrassed, and
asked in amazement:
“What’s wrong with you, Song Pingting?”
Song Wen lowered his head and said shamefully: “Song Pingting is
sleeping, but he didn’t
come.”
Song Wu also asked. Pointing at his and Song Wen’s limp right arm with
grief and angrily,
crying: “San Ye, Song Pingting’s husband Yash Nics, also interrupted our
two arms.”
What?
Not only did Song Pingting not come, her husband broke Song Wen Song
Wu’s arm!
Song Xian opened his eyes wide, shocked and angry.
Song Qingsong looked at Song Xian with a wry smile: “San Ye, I’m right.
Song Pingting’s
attitude is coquettish, and her husband is a madman.”



Song Xian sneered: “Hehe, arrogant, then also look at it. Who is it in
front of. In front of the
Song family in our provincial capital, they don’t have their arrogance.”
“My name is Song San, in the underground circle of the provincial capital.
Who knows, who
doesn’t?”
“Even even Lord Tang, the king of Jiangnan, he treats me three points on
weekdays and
calls me Mr. Song San!”
“Yash Nics and Song Pingting might not know that I asked them to
receive the punishment.
Otherwise, where would they dare to resist? ”
Song Qingsong and others nodded, Song Xian really has a status in the
provincial capital,
and there are not many people who dare to make trouble with Song
Xian.
Song Xian saw that Song Qingsong and others recognized his strength,
he was a little
proud, took out his cell phone, and asked Yash Nics’s cell phone number.
He wants to call Yash Nics himself, and he wants Yash Nics and Song
Pingting to come
over and kneel down to receive the punishment.
He was calling Yash Nics, and soon the call was connected.
Yash Nics’s voice came from inside: “Hello?”
Song Xian said with a high face, arrogantly: “Yash Nics, I’m your third
master, I want you to…”
Song Xian hasn’t finished speaking yet, Yash Nics. She was already
displeased and said
coldly: “You are my third master, and I’m still your father, get out!”
Yash Nics finished speaking, and hung up the phone.
Song Xian’s expression froze, and sweat burst out.
Song Qingsong and others were looking at him. Song Qingsong asked
curiously: “San Ye,
what did Yash Nics say?”
Song Xian said embarrassingly, “I made the wrong call, I’ll call again!”

After speaking, he called again. Call past.



The phone was quickly connected, and Song Xian immediately said,
“Yash Nics, I want you
and your wife to come to Song’s house to receive punishment…”
“Go!”
Yash Nics hung up the phone again with a roll.
Moreover, this rolling sound was so loud that even Song Qingsong and
others around Song
Xian heard it.
Song Xian Khan was raining, and his face was hot.
Slapped face, too much slapped face.
Song Qingsong smiled bitterly and said: “San Ye, I’ll just say Yash Nics is
crazy, he won’t give
you your face.”
Song Xian snorted coldly, “Blame me, I didn’t make it clear about my
identity the first time.
Otherwise, he dared to go crazy with me, so scared to beg for mercy!”
“I’ll call him another call!”
After that, Song Xian called Yash Nics again. He declared himself the first
time and said
loudly, “Yash Nics, I am the third master of the Song family in the
provincial capital.
Everybody in Jiangnan calls me Mr. Song San!”
“I am the elder of you and Song Pingting, you and Song Pingting will call
me the third
grandfather!”
“Now I’m at the Song Family Mansion in Mannity, I want you and Song
Pingting, two
rebellious and unfilial people, to roll over immediately and admit their
mistakes and beg for
mercy. Otherwise, if I get angry, the consequences will be serious.”
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“What’s wrong with you, Song Pingting?”
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Yash Nics’s voice came from inside: “Hello?”
Song Xian said with a high face, arrogantly: “Yash Nics, I’m your third
master, I want you to…”
Song Xian hasn’t finished speaking yet, Yash Nics. She was already
displeased and said
coldly: “You are my third master, and I’m still your father, get out!”
Yash Nics finished speaking, and hung up the phone.
Song Xian’s expression froze, and sweat burst out.
Song Qingsong and others were looking at him. Song Qingsong asked
curiously: “San Ye,
what did Yash Nics say?”
Song Xian said embarrassingly, “I made the wrong call, I’ll call again!”
After speaking, he called again. Call past.
The phone was quickly connected, and Song Xian immediately said,
“Yash Nics, I want you
and your wife to come to Song’s house to receive punishment…”
“Go!”
Yash Nics hung up the phone again with a roll.

Moreover, this rolling sound was so loud that even Song Qingsong and
others around Song
Xian heard it.
Song Xian Khan was raining, and his face was hot.
Slapped face, too much slapped face.
Song Qingsong smiled bitterly and said: “San Ye, I’ll just say Yash Nics is
crazy, he won’t give
you your face.”
Song Xian snorted coldly, “Blame me, I didn’t make it clear about my
identity the first time.
Otherwise, he dared to go crazy with me, so scared to beg for mercy!”
“I’ll call him another call!”
After that, Song Xian called Yash Nics again. He declared himself the first
time and said
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“I am the elder of you and Song Pingting, you and Song Pingting will call
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“Now I’m at the Song Family Mansion in Mannity, I want you and Song
Pingting, two
rebellious and unfilial people, to roll over immediately and admit their
mistakes and beg for
mercy. Otherwise, if I get angry, the consequences will be serious.”
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Song Xian’s words just fell off, the men he brought from the provincial
capital. Four people
immediately went out, forcibly set up Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli, and
dragged them
outside.
The other two subordinates took out two extraordinarily scary whips.
This leather whip is used for family law, and it is wrapped with steel wire.
Under normal
circumstances, a strong man can carry ten whips.

Weak men like Song Zhongbin, or women like Ma Xiaoli, only need five
lashes to die.
Both Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli were so scared that they even forgot
to resist when they
were dragged out.
Song Qingsong stood up at this time and said, “San Ye, wait a minute.”
Song Xian raised his hand and motioned to his men to stop. He asked
faintly: ”
Master , what do you want to say?” Song Qingsong pleaded: ” Song
Zhongbin and his wife
have no way to teach their sons, they should be punished. Song Pingting
and Yash Nics hurt
San Ye’s subordinates, it is even more heinous.”
“But I hope that San Ye can be regarded as their own family, and give
them one family. A
chance to redeem the merits.”
Song Xian squinted: “If you redeem your merits, how can you redeem
your merits?”
Song Qingsong said, “I called Song Pingting and asked her to obediently
donate half of the
Ning Da Group. The shares are given to the Song family. It’s a
contribution to the family, and



it’s also a compensation for their family’s mistakes. What do you think of
the third master?”
Song Xian nodded slightly after hearing the words, “Okay, for the sake of
your plea, I’ll give it
to Song. Pingting is a chance to redeem her merits.”
“You call and ask Song Pingting to come over immediately. If she is
acquainted and
honestly donates half of the shares to the family to contribute, then it’s
good to say.”
“If she is not savvy, Then she will also be served by the family law!”
…
At this time!
Ningda Group, President’s Office.
Song Pingting, who was dozing on her desk, was suddenly awakened by
her mobile phone.

She took out her mobile phone and found out that it was the call from
Grandpa himself. She
connected the phone and asked in confusion, “Grandpa, what’s the
matter?”
Song Qingsong said coldly, “You come to the ancestral house
immediately. , If you are late,
your parents will be killed by family law enforcement!”
Song Pingting was shocked when she heard the words, she didn’t care to
ask the details,
picked up the car key, and hurried back to the Song family ancestral
house in great anxiety.
When Song Pingting came to the ancestral home of the Song family, she
realized that all the
people in the family had come.
And her parents are kneeling before the steps by four strong men.
There are also two fierce and wicked guys holding whips.
Song
Pingting shouted silently : “Dad, Mom!” Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli
both tremblingly
shouted: “Xiaoting!”
Song Pingting wanted to go over and support her parents, but was held
by two hands. The
whip was stopped.



Song Pingting turned her head to look at Song Qingsong in the crowd,
and asked angrily:
“Grandpa, what did my parents make? Do you want to treat them both
like this?”
Song Xian said solemnly, “Your parents didn’t. You are wrong, you are
the one who is wrong.
The reason why you have to be punished is that you are involved.”
Song Pingting looked at Song Xian suspiciously, and Song Qingsong
introduced it in a timely
manner: “This is Song Xian from the provincial clan family. Sir, according
to seniority, you
should call him the third master.”
Song Pingting called the third master, and then asked unconvincedly:
“San master, what
wrong did I commit? Why do my parents have to be involved? Is your
family law enforced by
you?”
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Song Xian snorted coldly, and then began to narrate Song Pingting’s
crimes.
The first crime is that Song Pingting became pregnant first without
marriage, and married
the tramp who had defiled her, which insulted the Song family.
The second crime is that Song Pingting is selfish, rebellious and unfilial,
disrespectful to
Song Qingsong and other elders, forgets his roots if he makes money,
and is unwilling to
make contributions to the family.
The third crime was that Song Pingting instigated Yash Nics to commit
crimes and
wounded Song Wen and Song Wu.
After Song Xian counted down Song Pingting’s three major crimes, he
sneered and said: “As
for your parents’ crimes, there is no way for them to teach their children.
According to the
family law, everyone should be beaten with five whips!”
Song Pingting said angrily: “My parents are weak, how can they afford
five whips, you will kill



them.”
Song Xian narrowed his eyes and said, “So I think you are your own
family, and give you a
chance. ”
If you are willing to donate half of the Ningda Group’s shares to the
family to make up for
the process committed by your family. Then I can open the Internet. Not
only will you not
punish your parents, but also for your crimes, how about?”
Song Pingting looked at Song Xian, grandpa and the others in shock, and
said slowly: “I
understand, it turns out that you are targeting me and my parents for
the Ningda Group!”
Song Qingsong sank: “Presumptuous, what attitude do you dare to talk
to Sanye like this?”
Song Xian sneered: “Song Pingting, you don’t want me to face you
shamelessly. If you don’t
agree, then I will execute to your parents first. Family law, and you can’t
escape the torture
of family law today.”

Song Zhongxiong and Song Zhongping urged Song Pingting with good
intentions: “Niece,
your parents are not in good health, so please quickly agree to Sanye’s
terms. , Otherwise
your parents will be beaten to death before your eyes.”
“You can’t be so selfish, don’t you want to watch your parents be beaten
to death without
being indifferent?”
” Yes , money is really so for you It’s important, isn’t your parents’ lives
important?”
Song Pingting’s tears kept streaming out. She cried and said, “Don’t push
me. This company
is Yash Nics’s painstaking effort. I cannot give you the company. I beg
you to let my parents
go. I’m all right.”
Song Xian said coldly, “Haha, wait for your punishment and then care
about it. Now execute
the family law on your parents first. Come here, do it!” The



two men holding whips immediately grinned. He was about to raise his
whip and whip Song
Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli.
Song Pingting screamed, desperately trying to rush over, but was
stopped by people and
couldn’t get close.
Seeing that two men with whips in their hands raised the whips, they
were about to pull
them down at Song Zhongbin and his wife.
But at this moment, a murderous anger came from the gate: “Whoever
dares to touch my
parents, today is whose death date!”
Everyone at the scene was shocked and looked towards the gate.
Then I saw a man with a tall stature and a star-like star, coming in with a
calm face. It was
Yash Nics.
“Husband!” When
Song Pingting saw Yash Nics, she couldn’t help but mourn and plunged
into Yash Nics’s
arms.

Yash Nics stretched out her hand and gently stroked her hair, softly
comforting: “It’s okay, I’ll
be there under the sky!”
Song Pingting said, she didn’t know when it started, Yash Nics was
already Become her
backbone.
No matter what happens, as long as Yash Nics is there, she has an
inexplicable sense of
security.
Everyone at the scene looked at Yash Nics with different eyes.
Especially Song Wen and Song Wu, their eyes staring like bullseye,
glaring at Yash Nics.
Song Xian squinted his eyes and said slowly: “You are Song Zhongbin’s
son-in-law, Song
Pingting’s husband, and wounded my two madman Yash Nics?”
“You came just right, I just want you to settle accounts.”
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Yash Nics didn’t even look at Song Xian. His eyes fell on Song Zhongbin
and Ma Xiaoli who
were tied up by the five flowers.
He walked straight over, trying to untie Song Zhongbin and his wife.
However, two guys holding leather whips blocked his way.
One of them sneered and said to Yash Nics: “Boy, our third master is
talking to you!”
Yash Nics said solemnly: “Get out of the way!” The
two guys didn’t get out of the way, but all aimed at not far away. Song
Xian sitting in the
chair of the master.
Like a squire, Song Xian picked up his tea and gently sipped it, and
indifferently ordered:
“Fight me!” The

two men who received Song Xian’s order, smiled together.
One of them raised his whip first and drew his head viciously towards
Yash Nics.
The leather whip slammed in the air, and then pulled it off Yash Nics’s
head.
Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli couldn’t help but exclaim, Song Pingting
even shouted out:
“Yash Nics be careful!”
Yash Nics stood still, letting the whip fall.
Seeing the moment the whip was about to hit his face, he raised a hand
and grabbed the
control whip like lightning.
Suddenly, Song Xian frowned.
Everyone at the scene opened their eyes wide.
With such a sharp whip, Yash Nics just raised his hand so easily and
caught it?
The guy who was caught by Yash Nics’s whip was even more shocked.
He desperately tried to pull the whip back.
But despite his full strength, he could not pull the whip at all.
Yash Nics tugged casually, forcibly pulled the opponent closer, flew a
kick, and kicked it on
the opponent’s knee.
Click!
A scalp tingling bone fracture sounded!



This guy screamed and knelt in front of Yash Nics!
Another man with a whip wanted to take the opportunity to attack Yash
Nics, but Yash Nics
kicked it out again.

With a click, the man was also kicked off his knee and screamed to kneel.
In the blink of an eye, the two guys with leather whips had all been
kicked off their knees by
Yash Nics, and both knelt in front of Yash Nics.
Song Xian, Song Qingsong and others were stunned.
They knew that Yash Nics was crazy, but they didn’t expect Yash Nics to
be so crazy, and
that he shot so hard.
Yash Nics walked to Song Zhongbin and Ma Xiaoli, untied the two ropes,
and said softly:
“Parents, it’s okay, let’s go home.”
Song Xian had already recovered from the shock at this time, and he said
coldly. “Yash Nics,
until this matter has no results today, don’t even your family want to go
out of this door.” The
voice fell, and the more than 20 tall men beside Song Xian quickly
dispersed.
Surround Yash Nics with Song Pingting, Song Zhongbin, and Ma Xiaoli.
Yash Nics glanced at Song Xian: “You are the most dead person I have
ever seen!”
Song Xian smiled disdainfully: “Yash Nics, you know how to embroider
your legs and think
you can walk sideways? Today I will go. I want you to know that there is
a sky outside the
sky, Shentu!”
A man with a height of two meters and a pale face like a dead man
walked out
expressionlessly and stood in front of Yash Nics.
This man with a terrifying aura was the master of the family brought by
Song Xian, Shentu
the god of death.
Song Xian triumphantly commanded: “Shentu, let this kid see what
cruelty is!”



Shentu exudes a breath of death, with a pair of white dead fish eyes,
coldly looking at Yash
Nics, just like a butcher looking at an animal to be slaughtered.


